
On the role of proteins in evolution and the increasing risk of proteinocide. 
 
Protons and related universal hydrogen-bonding currents determine the progress of 
evolution on earth. It is shown here that under atmospherically normal conditions 
hydrogen atoms are traveling at the speed of light through water. Proteins exploit 
nucleosomes, an endless number of repeating DNA modules, as choke coil with low 
impedance, thus as hologram, to replicate themselves. A universal bonding-current plays 
a pivotal role in that protein replication process because the hydrogen current can pass the 
choke coil unhampered as DC-current. It is argued that disturbance of the environmental 
energy balance as well as the introduction of unnatural genetically modified proteins in 
the environment may cause proteinocide.    
 
A proton has the ability the enter a water molecule in 3 steps of 18.10-12mtr (18 picomtr) 
bonding distances over a length of 54picomtr as serial electrical capacitance, which 
causes the molecule to disintegrate into 2 free electrical OH-- en H+-potentials. The 
concomitant serial increase in capacitance (or increase in free electrical potential energy 
of the earth) is 1/3C(oulomb)/picomtr, which means that an incoming proton (from 
space) is generating by definition a change in electrical potential (or increase in potential 
energy of the earth) of 1/3Volt/10-10cm. The increase in potential is part of closed RC-
circuit. Hence, the returning space-bound proton generates a current with RC-time 
constant of 1/sec and the current-velocity in such circuit is therefore 3.1010cm/sec or 
300.000km/sec, the speed of light. The bonding current i furthermore generate, dependent 
on its direction, electrical fields of H+ and OH- ions (Maxwell). Which means that water 
ions in this field must freeze (as they do, also at room temperature) to harbor the H+ and 
OH- ions in the space that arises with freezing of the water. The energy of these ions 
becomes choked in this space. The 'gas' space (V) of melted water is therefore a choke 
coil for which the following relationship holds  
 
dV.di-i.dV=0.  
 
The solution of the algorithm shows that a permanent current i of 30mC(H++OH-) per 
moleH2O (1.67mole/ltr) is choked in a space of 0.0801ltr/ltrH2O to water with density of 
0.83molH2O)/ltrH2O. The latter is comparable with the gas constant of 8.3joule/0.1ltr 
(please note the appearance of a factor 10 in the calculus). The current length of 
1.66mole/ltr is crucial for understanding the working principle of the nucleosome (see 
below). Just because protons are moving in electrical circuits through the universe it can 
be shown that the melting heat of melting water amounts to 80kCal/ltr and that the 
absolute minimal temperature is 273.3° below 0°C (=80/3-300°C). The numbers 3 (see 
above) and 10 furthermore play a crucial role in any attempt to relate space, time and 
energy because a bonding current of 1C/mtr H+ is generating two electrical fields of 
10-2CoulombH+/cm en 10-2COH-/cm, thus, in an apparent volume of 1/10th of a liter.  
 
Because protons move at the speed of light, and because of its specific number of coils, 
1,66, it is easy to show that the nucleosome is nothing else but a low impedance electrical 
choke coil. The current in a choke coil is proportional to the number of windings, thus 
i.dV+ V.di=0 in the nucleosome. The choke coil is also a hologram because protons in 



the choke coil move at the speed of light and the net throughput of RNA is zero in the 
closed electrical ribosome/nucleosome choke coil. The proteins are mirrored 3-D by 
means of water molecules in the hologram that are characterized by 18 different 
hydrogen-bonding positions. The incoming number (energy) of ribosomal RNA bonding 
current determines the 'activation' of a given position (3RNA/moleculeH2Oice, 
www.bijman.info). The following algorithm characterizes each nucleosome 
 
3/8+8/3=3.04 
 
The proton current of the universe (surround) that can pass as direct current the 
nucleosome choke coil determines the surplus of 0.04 in the algorithm, which means that 
only a limited number of proteins 1,3% (0.04/3) do pass a membrane and these proteins 
create an organism, for example a human being, as temporal increase in potential energy. 
Thus, the bonding current information of the majority of the ATP synthesized proteins 
(proteins are carriers of linear negative electrical bonding current) by ribosomes is 
choked in the nucleosome. It is suggested that the regulatory gene products are degraded 
(98.6%) because these proteins don't pass a membrane. As spin-off we can argue by 
deduction (phase transition) that 98.6% of the universal energy belongs to protons. This 
element by far outnumbers any other element in the universe. The information content of 
the universe therefore seems to be constant.    
 
The above-presented information suggests that proteins were first and that proteins from 
an evolutionary point of view are the primary determinants of inheritance (imprinting). 
Thus proteins in the surround determine the course of evolution. The latter means that 
genetically modified proteins seriously may disturb the evolution because the information 
of these unnatural proteins is going to compete with the natural proteins in the 
nucleosome. Introduction of unnatural proteins in the surround may in also disturb the 
global energy balance because all proteins play as bonding-current carriers a pivotal role 
in the exchange of electrical bonding information with the universe. Think of the analogy 
with photons, ozone and ice caps.  
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